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the programme is 18 months in duration. followed by a 4-month industry and international immersion module. In aggregate, PGPM has a 2-month online module, a one-year full-time residential component

The PGPM programme is ideal for working executives. It is designed as a career

The programme will be conducted over 5 weekends, Saturday and Sunday (3 sessions each day) followed by mentoring sessions for select student startups (if any) for a

entrepreneurship space in India at a young age (or even give them a head-start in

for success in entrepreneurial endeavours, academic and other professional
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Vineeta Dwivedi and Devanshi Mehta (PGDM, Class of 2024 participant) in Express

Agarwal (PGDM, Class of 2024 Participant) is published in Forbes India.

To view more faculty published articles click

The case study 'European Super League: designing "new" football'

Beyond the Bottomline is your trusted companion on this journey, offering you a

more in one place, saving you time and energy while providing you with all the

Supporting you to look beyond numbers, it features reports, webinars, interviews and

Research is an exciting journey into the realm of knowledge, and we cordially invite

You can watch the ceremony

You can watch the ceremony

Chandra Foundation, and that day he was addressing approximately 548 participants

Mr. Chandra is Chairperson and Founder, Bain Capital, India, and Co-founder, A.T.E.

convocation ceremony held on campus on May 13, 2023.

"Greatness comes from clarity of purpose, commitment to excellence, and being down

Research output and societal impact at scale."

Mr. Deepak Parekh, declared the ceremony open. Our Dean, welcomed everyone

and delivered a key message that highlighted SPJIMR's future thrust, "We need to

perseverance, purpose, and relationships while pursuing success.

and
centricity, both of which have historically defined us, and at the same time enhance our

we helped crystallize the program into a starry one for SPJIMR.

12,000, the platform was wide enough for them to make an enormous impression.

12,000 plus participating institutes, and 31,000+ registrations, and prizes totalling

unconventional form. And with more than 40 engaging business and cultural events,

they declared, announcing their intention to be among the top three, the very next year

big top three league of winners.

For the annual management and cultural fest (OJAZ) has been ranked fourth as the
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